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Rashi answers that Hashem remembers what Lot did for Avraham when they went to Egypt. When 
Avraham leads his family down to Egypt, he is afraid that if Pharoah knows that Sarah is his wife, 
Pharoah will kill him in order to take Sarah for himself. To prevent this, Avraham says that Sarah is 
his sister. Lot, who sees this, could have told Pharoah the truth but does not because he has com-
passion for Avraham. Therefore Hashem has compassion on Lot and saves him.   

Many commentaries wonder why Hashem had to find such a relatively small kindness when Lot is 
credited with a much larger kindness. When Lot is hosting the visitors who come to warn him about 
the destruction of the city, the people of Sodom come to Lot's house and ask him to hand over his 
guests. Risking his life, Lot refuses. Lot even offers to give the people his two daughters to appease 
them. So Lot's hospitality should make him worthy of salvation, much more so than simply not reveal-
ing Avraham's deception.   
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While one could suggest that Lot's hospitality is corrupt and therefore 
not worthy of being rewarded, Rav Eliyahu Dessler offers a different 
possibility in his  work Strive for Truth. He suggests that Lot could not 
receive reward for his kindness toward his visitors because Lot learns 
his hospitality from Avraham, who is the quintessential host.  
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In the middle of relating the destruction of Sodom and Amora, 
the pasuk mentions that Hashem remembers Avraham and 
saves Lot. Rashi questions why the pasuk has to mention Av-
raham at all? What does Avraham have to do with Lot being 
saved?   



Consider  All  Options  
  

Vayigash Avraham  
According to the Bereishit Rabbah, the word vayigash is used in three different contexts in the To-
rah: engaging in battle or debate, appeasement, and prayer.   
 
When Avraham approaches Hashem in the hopes of saving Sodom from complete destruction, he 
has all three of these pillars in mind. While pleading for Sodom, Avraham suggests that perhaps 
there are 50 righteous people that would merit saving the city, and it would be a chillul Hashem if 
Hashem does not save it in their honor.  
 
The question is obvious: Would Hashem really kill any righteous people along with the wicked? 
Surely not  of course Avraham knew this, so what was his argument? Avraham was not referring to 
actual righteous people, but rather to people who act as if they are righteous but are truly wicked. 
For Hashem, it is easy to see that these people are wicked and deserve to be destroyed, but to on-
lookers they may be perceived as truly righteous. To those onlookers who are unaware of the peo-

fore, Avraham wants to make sure that nobody would even consider thinking badly of Hashem, and 
therefore pleads with Hashem to ensure that there will be no misunderstandings.   
 
From this we learn that we too must always consider how our actions may be perceived by others. 
While we may believe that others understand or share our point of view, we must always try to see 
our actions from every perspective.  

Grab  it  While  You  Still  Can  
  

cape.  The pasuk relates that after failing to convince his relatives to leave Sodom, Lot is told by the 
angels  -  

 
 
Hashem presents Lot with the opportunity to escape death and save himself during the destruction 
of Sodom.  
by his uncle.  
handling of his ardent servant, Avraham. Avraham, whose life is full of challenges and dangerous 
altercations  from dealing with idol worshippers to his battle with the kings surrounding Canaan  

 But for Lot, 
who is not as righteous, Hashem does not produce a miracle specifically for him;; rather, He grants 
Lot an opportunity to save himself. 
 
Lot dwells among the wicked and corrupt people of Sodom and is adversely influenced by his sur-
roundings. Still, Lot must have done something to merit his escape from death.  Indeed, Hashem 
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According to the text, Avraham is talking to his three guests, requesting that they indulge in his 
hospitality before they continue on their journey.  
 
Rashi, however, suggests a different interpretation. He states that Avraham is addressing Hashem 
when he voices this plea. He explains that Avraham is begging Hashem to put His conversation 
with Avraham on hold while Avraham tended to the needs of his three guests. The gemara states 

Shabbat).  Avraham exemplifies this quality when he departs from the presence of Hashem to 
serve his guests. 
 

ence? The Slonimer Rebbe answers this question with a story. A man and his son are put up in two 

en the choicest of everything: A California king bed with a Tempur pedic mattress, the finest cuts 
of meat grilled to perfection, accompanied by a glass of red wine of the finest vintage. His every 
need is met.  
 
The son is treated in the exact same manner. Which host earns more merit from these hospitable 

 
 

should all strive to exemplify. 
 

Love  You  Like  A  Brother  
  

Mazor continued 
 
A great lesson can be learned from the above.  We see the value of one mitzvah, one tefillah, or one 
good deed.  
ways of the Sodomites.  
 

Nowadays we are in exile from the Land of Israel and are strongly influenced by a society that val-
ues materialism and instant gratification over Torah ideals and spirituality. Yet, we still have oppor-
tunities to earn credits that we may need when we face adversity.  May we all grab as many oppor-
tunities to fill our coffers with mitzvot and good deeds!  



Our parsha begins with Avraham Avinu sitting at the entrance of his tent. Three travelers come 
along and Avraham immediately treats  these three guests woth overwhelming hospitality. Avraham 

raham hurries to attend to the needs of his guests. He makes sure that all the food is being pre-
pared to perfection;; he acts as a waiter serving their food;; he accompanies them on their way out, 
not letting them leave without an escort.  

Avinu and the charitable ways that he made his lifestyle. He would give wayfarers food and drink 
 

Avraham teaches his children to do what is right. He establishes a family tradition of chesed that 
needs teaching, instruction, and growth. It does not come naturally. We are part of the legacy of 
Avraham Avinu. We should appreciate the essential role of chesed. The only way to pass on this tra-
dition is to make our homes a welcoming place, a tent of Avraham. In Pirkei Avot (1:5), Rabbi Yose 
ben Yochanan encourages us to open our homes at all times. Chesed is not just a trait done by indi-
viduals;; it must become an integral part of a family and community.  By doing so, we ensure that 
our children will cherish this legacy and continue it on forever.  

Chesed     A  Way  of  Life  
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Rabbi Horowitz continued 
 
Lot grows up in Avraham's house and witnesses firsthand Avraham's tremendous kindness to oth-
ers. Lot continues to do chesed even after moving to Sodom because he learns it from Avraham, 
and therefore while Lot still receives some reward, the true reward for Lot's actions is attributed to 
Avraham. That is why Hashem has to find a more worthy action in order to save Lot.  

Rav Dessler's answer is very powerful. We are judged by what we do with what we are given, an 
idea which is both daunting and exciting. While we may not be licensed to take full credit for the 
actions we do simply because we were raised to do them, we are given an incredible responsibility.  
Any decision we make about how to live our lives that we then pass on to our children is now credit-
ed to our merit forever.  Every choice we make has an awesome weight to it. We have the ability to 
put our stamp on our family's future.  


